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Abstract-In this paper, we study the appearance of limit cycles from the equator in a class of 
cubic polynomial vector fields with no singular points at infinity and the stability of the equator of 
the systems. We start by deducing the recursion formula for quantities at infinity in these systems, 
then specialize to a particular case of these cubic systems for which we study the bifurcation of 
limit cycles from the equator. We compute the quantities at infinity with computer algebraic system 
Mathematics 2.2 and reach with relative ease an expression of the first six quantities at infinity of the 
system, and give a cubic system, which allows the appearance of six limit cycles in the neighborhood 
of the equator. As far as we know, this is the first time that an example of cubic system with six 
limit cycles bifurcating from the equator is given. The technique employed in this work is essentially 
different from more usual ones. The recursion formula we present in this paper for the calculation 
of quantities at infinity is linear and then avoids complex integrating operations. Therefore, the 
calculation can be readily done with using computer symbol operation system such as Mathematics. 
@ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the qualitative theory of planar differential equations, the bifurcation of limit cycles, partic- 
ularly the bifurcation at infinity (equator) is known as a difficult problem. There are very few 
results on this problem. The solution to this problem is still open even in the case of cubic 
system. The importance of the study of the vector field at infinity appears in Shi’s work [l], 
where he uses the behavior of the vector field at infinity to deduce the presence of the fourth 
limit cycle around the point (0,l). In [2], one can find examples of quadratic systems with limit 
cycles disappearing in heteroclinic loops involving saddle points at infinity. In [3], the first five 
quantities at infinity of a class of cubic system are obtained. The bifurcation of limit cycles at 
infinity has been studied in [3,4], in order to create cubic vector fields with the maximum possible 
number of limit cycles bifurcating from the equator. The main assertion can be stated as follows. 
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THEOREhI A. (See [3].) There are cubic systems of the form 
k = Xiz - 77~ + Ax2 -t (B + 2D)xy + Cy2 + Xzx (x” + y2) - y (x2 -t y”) , 
G = qx - Xly + Dx2 + (E - 2A)xy - Dy* +x (x2 + y*) + Xly (x2 + y*) , 
( 
wlricfi have con~gura tion 
((4L 11, {f3), 21, and ((2): 51, for q > 0, 
{f4), 21, {(1),5), and ((2),4), for q < 0, 
1) 
wlrere configuration {(ki), Ica} denoted by the configuration ofa vector field with ki %naII” limit 
cycles end A2 ‘large” ones. 
The bifurcation at equator is studied in [5]> in the case of the birth of a unique limit cycle. In 
this paper, we are concerned with the stability of the equator and the appearance of limit cycles 
from the equator of the Poincare sphere in the case of a vector field with no singular point at 
infinity. This can only occur for polynomial vector fields of odd degree. The technique employed 
in this paper is essentially different from more usual ones. The recursion formula we present in 
this paper for the calculation of quantities at infinity is linear and then avoids complex integrating 
operations. Therefore, the calculation can be readily done with using computer symbol operation 
system such as Riathematica. 
In Section 2, we give the sufficient conditions of stability of equator and derive the recursion 
formula of quantities at infinity in a class of cubic polynomial systems. In Section 3, we specialize 
to a particular case of these cubic systems for which we study the bifurcation of limit cycles from 
equator. We compute the quantities at infinity with computer algebraic system hiathematica 2.2 
and reach with relative ease an expression of the first six quantities at infinity of the system, and 
give the first example of a cubic system with six limit cycles in the neighborhood of equator. 
2. QUANTITIES AT INFINITY 
The ideas of this section come from [G], where the qualitative theory of infinity in planar 
polynomial vector fields is studied. Since it is difficult to find in the western literature, we first 
recall the main notions and results related to the quantity at infinity in [S]. For more details, 
see [6]. Give a real planar autonomous differential system 
g = 2~XP(x,Y)r 
k=l 
g =2glYk(x,y) 
kl 
(2.1) 
where n is a natural number, Xk (z, y), Yk(z? y) are homogeneous polynomial of degree k. Suppose 
that there exists cr > 0 so that 
zy2n+1(2, Y) - Y-Gn+r(~~ Y) 2 f7 (x” + Y2jnC1 ’ WI 
From (2.2), the equator IW on the Poincare closed sphere is a trajectory of system (2.1), having no 
real singular point. I% is the equator cycle or the infinite point (on Gauss sphere) of system (2.1). 
By means of transformation x = cos B/r, y = sin e/r, in order that r = 0 corresponds to the 
equator. system (2.1) can be transformed into 
&. -1 2n+1 2n+l 
-=- 
dt r2n-l c %+24(Q)& 
de 
-$ = -$ c *2rl+24w, (2.3) 
k=O k=O 
where 
gp+l(e) = ~~~eX~(~~se,sine) + sine~(cose,sine~, 
.~~+~(e) = ~~~ey~(~~~e,sine) - sinex~(cose,sine), (24 
k = 0, l7 2.. . * Particularly. from (2.2), we have $zn+2(Q) 1 c > 0. 
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System (2.3) can be transformed into 
$ = r 2 RE;(I))r~, 
k=O 
(2.5) 
where the function on the right-hand side of equation (2.5) is convergent in the range 8 E 
[--4n,4n], jr/ c ro, and 
&(6-t- 7r) = (-l~~~~(e~! k = 0: 1,2,. . . . 
For sufficiently small h, let 
r = ~(e,~) = 2 ~~(~)~l~ 
tn=l 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Ix the solution of (2.5) satisfying the initial-value condition rle=o = h. 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [6, T~~eoren~ I.I].) For anv positive integer ?n, among ~2~(27r) and v1;(27r), 
uk( 7r), there exists expression of the relation 
where <(:’ are all polynomials of @I (7r), 214 7r) , . . . ,z~.,~(x) and ~r(2n),v2(2n), . . . , 0sm(27r) with 
ra~iol~a~ coe~cie~ts. 
WC restrict our anaiysis to systems with higher-degree terms given exactly by 
XZn+l(X, Y) = -Y (x2 + Y2)” 3 Y2n+l(X3 Yf = z (x2 + Y2)“, 
then system (2.1) becomes 
dx 
dt= 
s = 5 (x2 + y2)” -I- 5 Y&C, y), 
k=O 
relevantly, in (2.4) and (2.7) 
By means of transformation 
i = x + iy, ‘W = x - iy, T = it, i=J-- 
System (2.10) can be transformed into 
dz 
2n 
dT=& 
-n+lzun -t- G Zk(Z, w), 
k=SO 
4.i 
z = --zu 
71flZFl 
- 2 PVkfZ, w), 
k=O 
where 
.zr;(t,w) = r: i&&-kJ, w”k(Z,W) = x b&P& 
cl+,+& CI-M=k 
are homogeneous polynomials of degree k on z, w, k = 1,2, . . . . 
P-9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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DEFINITION 2.1. (See [6, Definition 3. I].) For system (2.13), all acups, baas are called parameters. 
For any positive integer m 2 3, if there exist 12, &, . . . ,&-I, so that v,(2n)+CpIz1 &o~(~x)=v, 
where &s are all polynomials of asps, b,ps with complex coefficient, then v and vm(2r) are 
called algebraic equivalence, we denote v - vzm(2n). For any constant X # 0, we use the 
sign v N Xvm(27r) to indicate A-‘v - v,(27r). 
THEOREM 2.2. (See (6, Theorem 3.11.) For system (2.101, we have vz(27r) = 0, and for any 
positive integer m, we have wzm(27r) - 0. Moreover, if v N wzm+1(27r), then there exist 
&,12,. . . ,&-1, so that vzm+l(27r) + CT:; 5 kv2~+1(27r) = v, where xks are all polynomials 
of aoss, b,ps with complex coefficient. 
We introduce three parameter transformation groups 
z = peieZ, w = pePieG, T = ~-~~f’, (2.15) 
where Z, 6, and T are new variables, p, 0 are complex parameters and p # 0. Denote z = x + iy, 
w = x - iy, ,? = Z + @, T.Z = Z - @j. Equation (2.15) can be turned into 
x=p(?cosQ-ysine), y=p(Zsin8+$cos0). (2.16) 
In the case of real variables and real parameters, (2.16) is a transformation of similar rotation. 
With (2.15) being used, system (2.13) can be transformed into 
dG 
2n 
-n+lzn _ 
E=-w c 
6 ,$apP 
d ) 
a+/3==0 
(2.17) 
where p, 8 are parameters, Z, ‘w, T are variables, and Q’a 2 0, 0 2 0 we have 
Gap = a,apa+8-l-2nei(a-P-l)8, 
j@ = aappa+B-1-2ne-i(a-p-lP~ 
Let 
I CJ! 2 0, P 2 01, 13 = Pap I Q 2 0, P L 0) , A = {asp
A = {c&p I Q L 0, P 2 0)) fi = {LP I a 2 0, p L 0). 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
DEFINITION 2.2. Under the transformation (2.151, suppose that f = P(A,B) is a polynomial 
of aaDs, b,,+ with complex coefficients, and denote f = f(A,B), f’ = f(B,A). If f = f*, 
then f is called symmetric. If f = -f *, then f is called inverse symmetric. If f (0,O) = 0 and 
there exist X, u so that f = p”eixe f, then f is called a normal polynomial, and A, u, and n 
are called, respectively, the rotation exponent, the similar exponent and the time exponent, and 
denote IT(f) = &Is(f) = (T. If f is a normal polynomial, and IT(f) = 0, 1, (f) = 2k, then f is 
called a Lie-invariant of order k, whose time exponent is n. If f is both of a Lie-invariant and a 
monomial of sass, baas, then f is called a monomial Lie-invariant. If a monomial Lie-invariant f 
cannot be expressed as a product of two monomial Lie-invariant by multiplication, then f is 
called a elementary Lie-invariant. 
Now, consider the real planar cubic system 
2 = AIOX + Aoly + A20z2 + Allxy + Ao2y2 + (-y + 6x) (z” + y”) , 
$ = &ox + Bo1y + B20z2 + B11xy + Bo2y2 + (x + Sy) (xc2 + yZ) . 
(2.20) 
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11% change to polar coordinates 
case sin e x-_-, 
r Y=T 
(2.21) 
then system (2.20) becomes, after being multipiied by r*, 
dr - =r -f 
6 + r~l(e) + r2h2(ej 
de 1 + rgl (et + f-*92(@ 
(2.22) 
with 
h I (e) = AQO cos3 e + (All -t BzO) COST B sin 0 + ( Ao2 + B1 1) cos 0 sin2 8 + Bo2 sin3 e, 
Y1 (e) = BzO COST 8 + ( Bll - Azo) COST 8 sin B + ( Bo2 - AlI) cos 0 sin* B - A02 sin3 8, 
/i,(e) = Aio~os2e + (Aol + Blo)cosesin8+ Bolsin28, 
g.(e) = Blo coi’ 8 + (Bol - Aio) cosBsin8 - Aol sin’& 
We denote by r(f3, rg) the solution of system (2.22) that takes the value ro when B = 0. Then, it 
can be expanded as 
with ,q(O) = 0 for k 2 2. (2.23) 
For system (2.20), there is no singular point at infinity on Poincare sphere. The equator roe of 
this system is inner stable for 6 > 0, and inner unstable for d < 0. 
By Theorem 2.1, when 6 = 0 we have the following. 
(4 29(27rf = 0, 
m-l 
(1)) 29m(27r) = 1 <~)~**k+l(274, 
k=l 
(2.24) 
rrhere <!,$)(k = 1,2,. . . ,172 - 1) is a polyrlon2ial of coefficients of system (2.20)(~,0. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For system (2.1)1~,0, the quantity 272,+l(27r) is called the mth focal value of in- 
finity or the nzth ~ua~2tjtyofe~ua~or. Ifo3(27r) = 2)5(27r) = ... = vzm-1(2n) = 0, 7~2~+~(27rf # 0, 
tflen rye say that ji~~lljt~ is a fine focal point of order m. If L *zm+1(27r) = 0 for $72 > 0, then we 
say that inanity is a center. 
From the above discussion, we have the following. 
TIIEOREAI 2.3. For system (2.20&o, if infinity is a fine focal point of order m, then the equa- 
tor rl; is inner stable for uzm+1(27r) < 0, and inner unstable for vzm+l(27r) > 0 whence the phase 
trajectories are bounded. Moreover, if infinity is a center, then all the pllase trajectories in a 
Jleigllborllood of I?% are closed. 
In what follows, we make the change of variables given by (2.12). System (2.20) can be written 
in complex coordinates as 
dz 
dT = aloe + aolw + a20s -* + ullzw + a02w2 + (1 + id)z22~t, 
dw 
- -bl,,u~ - botz - 
dT- 
b20w2 - b3 1 UT - bo2z2 - (1 - i&)W%, 
(2.25) 
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with 
AIO = 
alo + a01 - blo - bol . 
2 
17 BlO = 
alo + a01 + ho + bol 
2 
AOI = 
-a10 + a01 - ho + bol 
Bol = 
al0 - a01 - ho + bol 
2 
, 2 2, 
A20 = 
a20 + all + a02 - bzo - bll - bo2 
2 
2> B20 = 
a20 + all + ~02 + b2o + bll + b02 
2 I 
AII = --a20 + a02 - ho + bo2, &I = (a20 - ~02 - 620 + bo2) i, 
A02 = 
-020 + ~11 - aoz + bzo -h + boz . 
1, B02 = 
-a20 + UII - a02 - b2o + bll - bo2 
2 2 
THEOREM 2.4. For system (2.25)/ .= b 0, we can derive succe~j~e~~ the terms of the fo~~o~~rjllg formal 
series: 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
where f3m = Ca+dx3m C,i~fnU’S is a homogeneous pofy~2omial of degree 3112 with Co.0 = 1, 
Csk.3, = 0 for k 1 1 and 
ccKu ’ = 303 0) 
C I(O - 2fl- 3k f 3)ak,j-l - (3 - 2~ - 3j + 3)b,.l;_l] - k.j (2.28) 
/in = C [(l - k - .~7~)akqj-l - (1- J’ - ?7l)bj.k-l] C3m+k+2j-G.3m+2k+j-G. 
k.J 
(2.29) 
PROOF. For system (2.25)16=0, differentiating both sides of (2.26) with respect to t along the 
t,rajectories of the differential system and matching the coefficients of like powers of zw, we obtain 
the recursion relations 
dF m 1 
II 
a.f37?2 
dT= m=l (m)2m dzz - - ) 
3f3in w + 
dw c 
d ? 44 
‘QKI 1 (2.30) a+B=3m 
where 
c d Q4C -au1 - 13 - y - (2m - 1)&-s] c [ a~.J_lzQu~ B n+/jl=3m k+j=3 
[ 
af3m-3 - - - (2.~7~ - l)f3m-3 
dtv 1 c bj.ii_lz”wj k+j=3 
+ * - (2m - 3ihm_~] C ~kj_lzx.+2,j+~ 
[ k+J=2 
- (2172 - 3)fsm-o 1 C bj.k_lz’t2wj+2 k+J=2 
(2.31) 
=c k -2nl$l)ak.j-1 
a+3=3m k.J 
- (9 - j - 2m+ l)bj.k- 1) Ca+k+2j-G.a+2k+j-G. 
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For any (a,&, when Q # P, let Go = d=~/(~ - a), and pm = &.srn. Then we complete the 
proof. 
DEFINITION 2.4. For system (2.25)16,0, pm is called the mth singular point quantity at infinity. 
By Theorem 2.2, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. For system (2.20)la,o, the following assertion holds: 
(2.32) 
where T$’ is a pol~no~zjal with rational coe~cjents in the sariables gisen by the coe~eje~zts of 
the system. 
By Theorem 2.3 together with Theorem 2.5, we will be able to reduce the problem of deter- 
mining whether infinity of system (2.20)1-= b 0 is a center or a weak focus to the calculating of 
the singular point quantities at infinity in the system. Because all Cap and pLm are polynomials 
with rational coefficients, we can use computer to calculate the quantities at infinity without 
errors. In [G], the author gives the technique to determine the bifurcation of limit cycles with the 
formula of singular point quantity. In order to calculate the quantities at infinity and simplify 
them quickly, as well as make use of the extended symmetric principle to obtain the conditions 
of integrability of the system, we need to find out all the Lie-invariants of (2.25)/a+ It follows 
from the te~Ilnique used in 171. 
TI-IEORE~I 2.6. For system (2.25&a, there exist just 32 elementary Lie-invariants which are 
given in Table I. 
Table 1. 
Q 10 ho. azoall bzobll, azobzo allbll, aodm (101 bol, 
azoaol b$,bol. moblao bzoallbol. bf,aol a:,bol, b3 a2 a3 b2 01 02 01 02’ 
mobolao:! baoaol boz. bllhaoz allaolboz. azoa&boz bzob&ao2. bna&bo:! a11b&aoz, 
~$~a02 b;,boz. ai,bxlao2 b:Oa1z602. a20bflaoz bzoa&bo2, b:,aoz a?,boz. 
3. BIFURCATION AT INFINITY IN A CUBIC SYSTEM 
To illustrate the use of the recursion formula for quantities at infinity, we now specialize to 
syst,em (2.25) with 
: 620, 
11 
a11 = hl = - a20r 
5 
601 = dzobo2, a01 = W20~02* 
Then, system (2.25) can be written in the form 
dz 
do = aloz +qu20~02~+ u20z2 + 5 1’ b2om t aop2 + (1 + i6)r22u, 
dw II 
- = -biau! - qb2obo2; - b20u*2 - 3- u20wz - bo2z2 - (1 - ib)w2z. 
dT 
From Theorem 2.6 we have the following. 
COROLLARY 3.1. For system (3.l)l6+ there exist just six elementary Lie-invariables 
(3.1) 
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LEMMA 3.1. (The constructive theorem of quantities of singular point at infinity in (61.) For any 
positive integer m, the nzth quantities of singular point at infinity of system (2.13) are a linear 
co~Ilbinatjol1 with rational coefficient in respect to both of monomial Lie-invariant of order “-m” 
imd their inverse synlnletric form, i.e., pm has the foJJo~ving algebraic constructioil: 
s(m) 
Pm = c Ym.k(9m.k - i&k). (3.2) 
k=l 
where s(.nz) is a positive integral number. ~,~.k.s are rational numbers, and gm,ks and gL*ks are 
I~loJzol~~iaJ ~j~in~~riants of order “-m”: k = 1,2, . . . _ sf nt). 
LEhrhra 3.2. (The extended symmetric principJe, in /6/.) For system (2..23), if all elementary 
Lie-invariant g satisfy symmetric condition g = g*, then all singular point quantity at infinity are 
zero. 
By applying Theorem 2.4 to system (3.l)la=a, we compute the singular point quantities at 
infinity using the computer algebra system ~fathematica, and simpli~in~ them with Lemma 3.1, 
then we have the following. 
THEORE~I 3.1. TJle first six singular point quantities at infinity of system (3.1)16,a are 
CL1 = bl0 - QlO, 
1 [75(@0 + blo) - 351U20b20 - 25a02b02] IO? 
1,875 
& (54e2obzo - 25aozbo2)(9Qobzo - 5eo2bo2)Jo, 
j175a02boz - 243a&&) (17,455, 788u~ob~o + 2,344,525a&b& + 9,856, OOO~o~ lo 
3,465,000,000,000 
I 
a$0b$,(2.030,804,687, 934a20bzo - 868,512,291, 205a02boz)10 
68,250,000,000,000,000 
1 
xvhere I0 = ~$,~a0~ - bz,b02, J0 = ~2~~~202 + b$,b02. Jn the above expression of bk, we Jrave already 
Jet ~1 = 0 for 1 5 k, k = 2? 3,4: 5. 
From Theorem 3.1 we have the following. 
'~IIEORERI 3.2. For system (3.1)16=0, the first six singular point quantities at infinity are zero if 
and only if one of the foJJo!ving three conditions holds: 
6) ~IO = blot &a02 - b~obo2 = O, (3.3) 
(ii) al0 = b10 = u2o = uo2 = 0, 9= f, bzoboz # O. (3.4) 
(iii) al0 = blo = b20 = bo2 = 0, 9=f, a20a02 # O. (3.5) 
~eadiJy verify the folJo~~-ink. 
‘i?HEOREhl 3.3. 
(1) If (3.3) holds, then system (3.1)16,0 satisfies the conditions of the extended symmetric 
principle. 
(2) If (3.4) holds, then system (3.1)Js=a has tile f&t integral 
Fl = z”(llb2e + 5~)‘~ (3~ + 2b02x2)11 z const. 
(3) If (3.5) holds. then system (3.1)1,5,0 has the first integral 
F2 = ~‘“(llu~e + 5~)“~ (3t2 + 2~02~~)~~ E const. 
Theorems 3.1-3.3 imply the following assertion. 
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THEOREM 3.4. For system (3.1)16=c, all the singular point quantities at infinity are zero if and 
only if the first six singular point quantities at infinity are zero or one of the three conditions of 
Theorem 3.3 holds. 
THEOREM 3.5. If 
6= k&21, 
637 + 787,445,7?5~rO 
Q = 
455 ’ 
izzo = b20 = 25, 
307,125 + 262,481, 925E3 - 787,445,775~” + 182ik&15 
a10 = 
182 
7 
bra = 
307,125 $262,481, 925E3 - 787,445,775&” - 182ik~~~ 
182 
7 (3.6) 
3 
ao2 = 455,000 
[-5,461,755 - 6,999,518& + im] , 
3 
bo2 = ~ 
455,000 
[-5,461,755 - 6,999,518& - im] , 
where 
k= 
11,811,686,625 dm 
5,095 
I 7 > 
X(E) = 1,222,982,319,975 - 76,459,304,868,180& 
- 48,993,252,232,324~~ + 199,048,793,125,000,000&3. 
Then, when 0 < E < 1 there exist six limit cycles in a small enough neighborhood of the 
equator PO0 of system (3.1)js,e, which are near the circles (x2 + y2)-l = &m (m = 1,2,3,4,5,6). 
PROOF. When (3.5) holds, let 
PO = ; [2’1(27r> - 11, p. = 2ikE21 + 0 (c21). 
By Theorem 2.4, we have that, after computing with computer algebra system. 
/.I!1 = -2ik&15 + 0 (E’5) ) /.LZ = 2ik&l” + 0 (&lo) , p3 = -2ik&” + 0 (Ed), 
p4 = 2ik&’ + 0 (Ed) , p5 = -2ik& + O(E), ,43 = 2ik. 
Hence, we obtain the following weak bifurcation function at infinity in system (3.1): 
-2kr (&21 - &lSh2 + &1°h4 - &“h6 + E3h8 - &PO + P) . 
A reference to Theorem 3.4 in IS] completes the proof of the theorem. 
1. 
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